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E-mail addresses: bzh-sun@163.com (B. Sun), mThe concept of the rough set was originally proposed by Pawlak as a formal tool for mod-
eling and processing incomplete information in information systems. Then in 1990, Dubois
and Prade ﬁrst introduced the rough fuzzy sets and fuzzy rough sets as a fuzzy extension of
the rough sets. The aim of this paper is to present a new extension of the rough set model
on the different universe. i.e., the fuzzy rough sets model between two different universes
is presented based on the fuzzy compatible relation eRa, which is deﬁned by a fuzzy relationeR between two different non-empty universes U and V and the threshold a(a 2 (0,1]). Sev-
eral properties of this rough sets model are given, and the relationships of this model with
others rough set model are examined, too. Furthermore, we also discuss two extended
models of the fuzzy rough sets model based on the fuzzy rough set model on different uni-
verses. i.e., the degree fuzzy rough set and the variable precision fuzzy rough set. Mean-
while, some principal conclusions of this two rough sets model are also established.
Finally, a test example is applied to interpret the background of the application and the ide-
als for the fuzzy rough sets model that is presented in this paper.
 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The rough sets theory introduced by Pawlak [1–4] is a new intelligent soft computing tool for pattern recognition, feature
selection, conﬂict analysis, decision support, data mining and knowledge discovery process from large data set. It is an exten-
sion of the set theory for the study of intelligent systems characterized by insufﬁcient and incomplete information. The suc-
cessfully application of rough set theory in variety of problems has amply demonstrated its usefulness. It soon evoked a
natural question concerning possible connections between rough sets and fuzzy sets. The rough set theory [1–4] and the fuz-
zy set theory [5,6] are two mainly tools which is used for processing uncertainty and incomplete information for the infor-
mation systems. It is generally accepted that these two theories are related but distinct and complementary [7,5,6]. Many
attempts have been made to combine these two theories [8–12]. Dubois and Prade [9] were among of the ﬁrst who inves-
tigated the problem of a fuzziness of a rough set, the concept of rough fuzzy set and fuzzy rough set were proposed by replac-
ing crisp binary relations with fuzzy relations in the universe [13–18]. There are at least two approaches such as the
constructive and the axiomatic approaches [7,12,19] for the development of the fuzzy rough sets theory. Moris and Yakout
[15] provide the axiomatization for the fuzzy rough set model. Wu et al. [11] present a general framework for the study of
fuzzy rough sets in which both constructive and axiomatic approaches are used. However, up to now, many of researches
about rough sets are focusing on the same universe. That is, the binary relations used in rough sets are deﬁned on one same
universe [9,11]. Less effort has been made on the approximation operators between different universes. In Ref. [20], the. All rights reserved.
awm@tongji.edu.cn (Weimin Ma).
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approach in the random approximation space, and then a rough set model on two universes is presented.
In this paper, we give the deﬁnition of the fuzzy rough set between different universes by means of the fuzzy compatible
relation that is deﬁned between two different universes. According to the ideals of the classical Pawlak rough sets, we give
some interesting properties and conclusions of this fuzzy rough sets. Meanwhile, another two new fuzzy rough set models,
i.e., the degree fuzzy rough set model and the variable precision fuzzy rough set model between two different universes are
presented by the deﬁnition of fuzzy rough set on two different universes. In fact, both of it are the extension of the fuzzy
rough set model of this paper. At last, the fuzzy rough set model on two different universes is applied to a clinical diagnoses
system [21] and demonstrated the method and the principal of this model. And the same time, the analysis result of it shows
that the fuzzy rough set model on two different universes is more suitable for the problem of the clinical diagnoses, and the
conclusions are more identical with the experiences of humans.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 brieﬂy introduces necessary notions of classical Pawlak rough sets
and the crisp rough sets model between two different universes. In Section 3, we deﬁned the fuzzy rough set model between
two different universes using the fuzzy compatible relation between two different universes that is proposed in this paper.
Also, some interesting properties and relative conclusions are established. Section 4 gives another two new extension of the
fuzzy rough set that deﬁned in Section 3. Meanwhile, the basic properties and conclusions and the theory interpretation are
given, too. In Section 5, a numerical example is applied to test the deﬁnitions and conclusions which are proposed in this
paper and the background of the application and the ideals of the fuzzy rough sets model are illuminated, too. Finally, some
concluding remarks and the future research directions and content are presented in Section 6.2. Preliminary
In this section, we review some basic concepts of rough set theory and the mainly rough set models which using in this
paper such as the classical Pawlak rough set model, variable precision rough set model and the crisp rough set model be-
tween two different universes.2.1. Pawlak rough set
Formally, the theory begins with the notion of an approximation space, which is a pair (U,R), where U is a non-empty set
(the universe of discourse) and R an equivalence relation on U, i.e., R is reﬂexive, symmetric, and transitive, The relation R
decomposes the set U into disjoint classes in such a way that two elements x, y are in the same class iff (x,y) 2 R. Let U/R
denote the quotient set of U by the relation R, andU=R ¼ fX1;X2; . . . ;Xmg;
where Xi is an equivalence class of R, i = 1,2, . . . ,m.
If any two elements x, y in U belong to the same equivalence class Xi 2 U/R, we say that x and y are indiscernible. The
equivalence class of R and the empty set £ are the elements in the approximation space (U,R).
Let (U,R) be an arbitrary approximation space, Given any set X 2 2U, in general, it may not describe X in (U,R) precisely.
One may characterize X by a pair of lower and upper approximations deﬁned as follows [4,22,10]:aprðXÞ ¼ [f½xRj½xR#Xg ¼ fx 2 Uj½xR#Xg;
aprðXÞ ¼ [f½xRj½xR \ X –£g ¼ fx 2 Uj½xR \ X –£g:The lower approximation apr X is the union of all the elementary sets which are the subsets of X, and the upper approx-
imation aprX is the union of all the elementary sets which have a non-empty intersection with X. The interval ½aprX; aprX is
the representation of an ordinary set X in the approximation space (U,R) or simply, the rough set of X.
Furthermore, the positive region, the negative region and boundary region of X about the approximation space (U,R) are
deﬁned as follows, respectively.posðXÞ ¼ aprðXÞ; negðXÞ ¼ aprðXÞ; bnðXÞ ¼ aprðXÞ  aprðXÞ;
where  stands for the complementary of sets.2.2. Variable precision rough set
In this part, we review the probabilistic formulations of rough sets: the variable precision rough set. In probabilistic ap-
proaches to rough set model [23–25,27], the classiﬁcation knowledge is assumed to be supplemented with the probabilistic
knowledge. The probabilistic knowledge reﬂects the relation occurrence frequencies of sets. It is normally assumed that all
subsets X # U under consideration are measurable by a probabilistic measure function Pwith o < P(X) < 1. That is to say, they
are likely to occur but their occurrence is not certain.
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algebra of measure subsets of U. For any subsets X # U and the precision control parameter b 2 (0.5,1], the lower and upper
approximation of X about the approximation space (U,R) are as followings, respectively.RbX ¼ [f½xRjPðXj½xRÞP b; x 2 Ug;
RbX ¼ [f½xRjPðXj½xRÞ > 1 b; x 2 Ug:As similar as the classical Pawlak rough set, the positive region, boundary region and negative region of the target set X
are deﬁned byposbðXÞ ¼ RbX; bnbðXÞ ¼ RbX  RbX; negbðXÞ ¼ [f½xRjPð Xj½xRÞP b; x 2 Ug;
where  stands for the complementary of sets.
It is easy to known that the variable precision rough set would be degenerate the classical Pawlak rough set when the
precision parameter b = 1.
2.3. Rough set model between two different universes
Let U, V be two non-empty ﬁnite universes, and the elements between Uwith V have the compatible relation C, that is, for
any u 2 U, there must be existed an element v 2 V such that the compatible relation between u and v can be deﬁne by a mul-
ti-value mapping r : U? 2V. i.e., r(u) = {v 2 VjuCv, for any u 2 U}. Where r(u) denotes the set of all elements in V that related
with u, based on the compatible relation r, for any X(X # V), it can be describe by the elements in U that is related with the
elements of X. That is,aprCðXÞ ¼ fu 2 UjrðuÞ#Xg;
aprCðXÞ ¼ fu 2 UjrðuÞ \ X –£g;Meanwhile, the positive region, the negative region and boundary region of X are deﬁned as follows, respectively.posCðXÞ ¼ aprCðXÞ; negCðXÞ ¼ aprCðXÞ; bnCðXÞ ¼ aprCðXÞ  aprCðXÞ;
where  stands for the complementarity of sets.
If aprCðXÞ ¼ aprCðXÞ, then X is called deﬁnable on two different universes.
If aprCðXÞ– aprCðXÞ, then X is called undeﬁnable or rough set on two different universes.
Obviously, based on the above deﬁnition, for any u 2 U, v 2 V, v 2 r(u) iff uCv according to the compatible relation r be-
tween the universe U with V, and the same time, we can easily to know that v R r(u) iff the relations of uCv is not satisﬁed.
That is to say r(u) is the crisp set on the universe V. It is clear that the compatible relation r between the universe Uwith V is
much rigorous for the relationship of the elements in U and V, as a result, many elements in Vwill be excluded out the set r(u)
which they have more higher relationships each other but not satisﬁed the relation uCv absolutely. Therefore, many useful
information will be ignored since the strictly included relationships in the deﬁnition, and it is not exactly describes the
uncertainty and fuzziness that is owned by the actual problems, too.Then the scopes of the application of the rough set mod-
el that is deﬁned in the above are limited. To make up this deﬁciency, we give the fuzzy rough set model between two dif-
ferent universes.
3. Fuzzy rough set between two different universes
Firstly, we give the fuzzy relation on two universes.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let U, V be non-empty ﬁnite universes. A fuzzy sets eR 2 FðU  VÞ of the universe U  V (i.e., eR : U  V ! ½0;1)
is called a fuzzy relation from U to V.
In generally, for any u 2 U, v 2 V, the degree of the membership eRðu;vÞ denotes the degree of the relations of u and v.
If U = V, the fuzzy relation eR 2 FðU  VÞ will be called a fuzzy relation on U.Deﬁnition 3.2. Let eR 2 FðU  UÞ, then
(1) eR is reﬂexive, if eRðu;uÞ ¼ 1, for any u 2 U,
(2) eR is symmetric, if eRðu1;u2Þ ¼ eRðu1;u2Þ, for any u1, u2 2 U,
(3) R is transitive, if eR  eR 6 eR.
Let eR 2 FðU  UÞ, if eR is reﬂexive, symmetric, then eR is called a fuzzy similarity relation on U, if eR is reﬂexive, symmet-
ric,and transitive, then eR is called a fuzzy equivalence relation on U.
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fuzzy compatible relation eRa between the universe U and V as follows:eRaðuÞ ¼ fv 2 V jeRðu;vÞP a;8a 2 ð0;1;u 2 Ug:
If a = 1, then eRaðuÞ ¼ fv 2 V jeRðu;vÞ ¼ 1;8u 2 Ug ¼ fv 2 V juRv ;8u 2 Ug holds.
Consequently, the fuzzy compatible relation eRa that is deﬁned in the above is the crisp compatible relation r that is de-
ﬁned in the Section 2.
Therefore, the fuzzy compatible relation eRa is the extension of the crisp compatible relation r. That is, the crisp compatible
relation r is a special case of the fuzzy compatible relation.
Based on the Deﬁnition 3.3, we know that all of the relationships of the elements between the universe U and V are con-
sidered while the parameter a, in which the fuzzy compatible relation eRa between the universe U and V, takes all the value of
(0,1]. As a result, we can obtain the expected aim of our by taking the reasonable threshold values a according to the
demanding of the different problems.
In what of following, we give the fuzzy rough sets between two different universes based on the fuzzy compatible relationeRa between the universe U and V.
Let U, V be non-empty ﬁnite universes, eRa be a fuzzy compatible relation of the universe U and V. For any X(X # V), we
deﬁne the lower approximation and upper approximation of X about eRa on the universe U and V as follows, respectively:
apreRaðXÞ ¼ fu 2 UjeRaðuÞ#Xg;
apreRaðXÞ ¼ fu 2 UjeRaðuÞ \ X –£g:Furthermore, we also deﬁne the positive region poseRa ðXÞ, negative region negeRa ðXÞ and boundary region bneRa ðXÞ of X abouteRa on the universe U and V as follows, respectively:
poseRa ðXÞ ¼ apreRa ðXÞ; negeRa ðXÞ ¼ U  apreRa ðXÞ; bneRa ðXÞ ¼ apreRa ðXÞ  apreRaðXÞ:It is clear that the relation apreRa ðXÞ ¼ poseRa ðXÞ [ bneRa ðXÞ is satisﬁed according to the above deﬁnition.
If apreRa ðXÞ ¼ apreRa ðXÞ, then X is called the deﬁnable set on the U and V at the threshold value a. On the contrarily, X is
called undeﬁnable set or fuzzy rough set on the U and V at the threshold value a while apreRa ðXÞ– apreRa ðXÞ.
Remark 3.1. If a = 1, since that eR1ðuÞ ¼ fv 2 V jeRðu;vÞ ¼ 1;8u 2 Ug ¼ fv 2 V juRv ;8u 2 Ug ¼ rðuÞ, so the fuzzy compatible
relation eRa is degenerated the crisp compatible r on the universe U and V. Then we have the following relations:apreRaðXÞ ¼ aprCðXÞ ¼ fu 2 UjrðuÞ#Xg;
apreRaðXÞ ¼ aprCðXÞ ¼ fu 2 UjrðuÞ \ X –£g:This is the rough set model between two different universes in Section 2. Therefore, this shows that the rough set model
between two different universes that is proposed by Zhang and Wu [20] is a special case of the fuzzy rough set model be-
tween two different universes.Remark 3.2. If a ¼ 0; eRaðuÞ ¼ V . In this case, the conclusion is triviality.
Remark 3.3. If U = V, based on the Deﬁnition 3.1, we know that eR is a fuzzy relation on U, there iseRðuÞ ¼ fu0 2 UjeRðu;u0ÞP a;8a 2 ð0;1;u 2 Ug ¼ eRaðuÞ holds, then eRaðuÞ is a crisp binary relation on U. Therefore, eRa will
be a crisp similarity relation on U when eR 2 FðU  VÞ is the fuzzy similarity relation between U and V, and eRa will be an
equivalence relation on U while eR 2 FðU  VÞ is the fuzzy equivalence relation between U and V, too. Furthermore, we have
the following relations:apreRaðXÞ ¼ aprRa ðXÞ ¼ fu 2 Uj½xRa #Xg;
apreRaðXÞ ¼ aprRa ðXÞ ¼ fu 2 Uj½xRa \ X –£g:It is easily to known the above lower approximation and upper approximation of any set X under the relation eRa is the
classical Pawlak approximation operators [1–4,22,10].
According to the above analysis, we can obtain the following two conclusions:
1 If eR is the fuzzy similarity relation on U  U, then the fuzzy rough sets model that is deﬁned in this paper will be degen-
erated the rough sets model which based on the fuzzy similarity relation.
2 If eR is the fuzzy equivalence relation of U  U, then he fuzzy rough sets model that is deﬁned in this paper will be
degenerated the Pawlak rough sets model.
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was proposed by Pawlak. However, one of important difference between the deﬁnition in this paper with the existing def-
initions about the fuzzy rough set is that all of the existing fuzzy rough set are deﬁned on one universe. As far as the fuzzy
rough set based on one universe is concerned, there are mainly focus on the following three aspects for the deﬁnition of the
fuzzy rough set.
(1) The lower approximation and upper approximation of this fuzzy rough set are deﬁned by approximated a fuzzy subset
of the universe U in the classical Pawlak approximation space which is formed by a equivalence relation on the uni-
verse. That is, the objects of approximation is fuzzy set but the relation on the universe is the equivalence relation. Fur-
thermore, the values of the lower approximation and upper approximation are deﬁned by calculating the inﬁmum and
superimum for all of the elements which are belong to the certain equivalence classes of the universe, respectively. And
the same time, the lower approximation and the upper approximation of this fuzzy rough set are still fuzzy set.
(2) The lower approximation and upper approximation of this fuzzy rough set are deﬁned by approximated a classical
crisp set of the universe in the fuzzy approximation space or fuzzy information system which is deﬁned by a binary
fuzzy relation R 2 F(U  U) of the universe U. That is, the objects of approximation is crisp set but the relation on the
universe is the binary fuzzy relation. Furthermore, the values of the lower approximation and upper approximation
are deﬁned by calculating the minimum and maximum for all of the elements which are belong to the approximated
set on the universe, respectively. And the same time, the lower approximation and the upper approximation of this
fuzzy rough set are still fuzzy set. In this case, the lower approximation and upper approximation are called a pair
of fuzzy approximation operators from the power set P(U) (where P(U) stands for all of the crisp subset on the universe
U) on the discourse universe U to the fuzzy subset F(U) (where F(U) stands for all of the fuzzy subset on the universe U)
on the discourse universe U.
(3) The lower approximation and upper approximation of this fuzzy rough set are deﬁned by approximated a fuzzy subset
of the universe in the fuzzy approximation space or fuzzy information system which is deﬁned by a binary fuzzy rela-
tion R 2 F(U  U) of the discourse universe U. That is, the objects of approximation is fuzzy subset and the relation on
the universe is the binary fuzzy relation. Furthermore, the values of the lower approximation and upper approxima-
tion are calculated by applying a pair of dual operators _ and ^ for all of the elements which are belong to the dis-
course universe, respectively. And the same time, the lower approximation and the upper approximation of this
fuzzy rough set also are fuzzy set. In this case, the lower approximation and upper approximation are called a pair
of fuzzy approximation operators from the fuzzy subset F(U) to the fuzzy subset F(U)(where F(U) stands for all of
the fuzzy subset on the universe U) on the discourse universe, too.
All of the above different fuzzy rough set models have the different applied ﬁelds and the advantages and the disadvan-
tages in practice. Furthermore, all of them are proposed based on different background of the reality and they have been
studied continuous by many authors for different aims and purposes.
It is easy to known that the mostly difference of the fuzzy rough set is deﬁned in this paper with the above three
classes fuzzy rough set are proposed by the other authors is the universe numbers. i.e., the lower approximation and
upper approximation of the fuzzy rough set in this paper are deﬁned on two different universes but the above three mod-
els are deﬁned on one universe. And the same time, the approximated set X(X # V) is a crisp set of the universe V and the
relation is the fuzzy compatible relation eRa between the universe U and the universe V. That is, the objects of approxi-
mation is classical crisp set but the relation is a fuzzy compatible relation between two different two universes. Mean-
while, the values of the lower approximation and upper approximation of the fuzzy rough set in this paper are two
classical crisp subset of the universe U.
In what of the following, based on the deﬁnition of the fuzzy rough set model between two different universes that is
proposed in this paper, we will prove some basic properties and the conclusions for the lower approximation apreRa ðXÞ
and the upper approximation apreRa ðXÞ as the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let U, V be two non-empty ﬁnite universes, eRa be the fuzzy compatible relation of U  V. For any X, Y # V. Then the
lower approximation apreRa ðXÞ and the upper approximation apreRa ðXÞ have the following properties:
(1) apreRa ðXÞ# apreRa ðXÞ; apreRa ðXÞ#X# apreRa ðXÞ.
(2) apreRa ð£Þ ¼ apreRa ð£Þ ¼£; apreRa ðVÞ ¼ apreRa ðVÞ ¼ U.
(3) apreRa ðX \ YÞ ¼ apreRa ðXÞ \ apreRa ðYÞ; apreRa ðX [ YÞ ¼ apreRa ðXÞ [ apreRa ðYÞ.
(4) apreRa ðX [ YÞ  apreRa ðXÞ [ apreRa ðYÞ; apreRa ðX \ YÞ# apreRa ðXÞ \ apreRa ðYÞ.
(5) For any X # Y, there are apreRa ðXÞ# apreRa ðYÞ and apreRa ðXÞ# apreRa ðYÞ.
(6) apreRa ðXÞ ¼ apreRa ð XÞ; apreRa ðXÞ ¼ apreRa ð XÞ.Proof. It is easy to prove by the deﬁnition of the lower and the upper approximation. h
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they are satisﬁed the relation a1 6 a2. For any X(X # V), then
(1) apreRa1 ðXÞ# apreRa2 ðXÞ,(2) apreRa2 ðXÞ# apreRa1 ðXÞ.
Proof
(1) According to the deﬁnition of eRaðuÞ ¼ fv 2 V jeRðu;vÞP a; foranya 2 ð0;1;u 2 Ug. There is eRa2 ðuÞ# eRa1 ðuÞ satisﬁed
since a1 6 a2 for any a1, a2 2 (0,1]. For any u0 2 U. If u0 2 apreRa1 ðXÞ, then u0 2 eRa1 ðu0Þ and eRa1 ðu0Þ#X. So,eRa2 ðu0Þ# eRa1 ðu0Þ and eRa2 ðu0Þ#X. Then, we prove that u0 2 apreRa2 ðXÞ.Therefore, apreRa1 ðXÞ# apreRa2 ðXÞ.
(2) Since eRa2 ðuÞ# eRa1 ðuÞ for any a1, a2 2 (0,1] and a1 6 a2, we have eRa2 ðuÞ \ X# eRa1 ðuÞ \ X. If eRa2 ðuÞ \ X –£. Then there
must be eRa1 ðuÞ \ X –£. For any u00 2 U, if u00 2 apreRa2 ðXÞ, then u00 2 eRa2 ðu0Þ \ X and u00 2 eRa1 ðu0Þ \ X are satisﬁed, too.That is, u00 2 apreRa1 ðXÞ.
Therefore, we prove the relation apreRa2 ðXÞ# apreRa1 ðXÞ. hTheorem 3.2 shows that if the level of the relativity between the universes U and V is increased, the lower approximation
not decreased and the upper approximation not increased. And the same time, the approximate precision of X(X # V) is
more higher.
Deﬁnition 3.4. Let U, V be two non-empty ﬁnite universes, eRa be the fuzzy compatible relation of U  V. For any X # V, the
approximate precision qeRa ðXÞ of X about eRa is deﬁned as following:qeRaðXÞ ¼ apreRa ðXÞ
 
apreRa ðXÞ  ;where X–£, jXj denotes the cardinality of sets.
Let leRa ðXÞ ¼ 1 qeRa ðXÞ, and leRa ðXÞ is called the rough degree of X about eRa.
It easy to know that 0 6 qeRa ðXÞ 6 1 and 0 6 leRa ðXÞ 6 1 according to the above deﬁnition.
Based on Theorem 3.2 we know that the precision qeRa ðXÞ not decrease about a, and the rough degree leRa ðXÞ not increase
about a.
The following theorem descriptive the relationship of the precision qeRa ðXÞ and the rough degree leRa ðXÞ about the inter-
section and union of any set X and Y on the universe V.
Theorem 3.3. Let U, V be two non-empty ﬁnite universes, eRa be the fuzzy compatible relation of U  V. For any X, Y # V. Then the
rough degree and precision of the X, Y, X [ Y and X \ Y are satisﬁed the following relations.
(1) leRa ðX [ YÞ apreRa ðXÞ [ apreRa ðYÞ  6 leRa ðXÞ apreRa ðXÞ þ leRa ðYÞ apreRa ðYÞ  leRa ðX \ YÞ apreRa ðXÞ \ apreRa ðYÞ .
(2) qeRa ðX [ YÞ apreRa ðXÞ [ apreRa ðYÞ P qeRa ðXÞ apreRa ðXÞ þ qeRa ðYÞ apreRa ðYÞ  qeRa ðX \ YÞ apreRa ðXÞ \ apreRa ðYÞ .Proof. By the deﬁnition of the rough degree, we haveleRa ðX [ YÞ ¼ 1 apreRa ðX [ YÞ
 
apreRa ðX [ YÞ  ¼ 1
apreRa ðX [ YÞ 
apreRaðXÞ [ apreRa ðYÞ  6 1
apreRa ðXÞ [ apreRaðYÞ 
apreRa ðXÞ [ apreRaðYÞ  :So, we obtain the following relation:leRa ðX [ YÞ apreRaðXÞ [ apreRa ðYÞ  6 apreRaðXÞ [ apreRa ðYÞ  apreRaðXÞ [ apreRaðYÞ :
As similar as the above, we haveleRa ðX \ YÞ ¼ 1 apreRa ðX \ YÞ
 
apreRa ðX \ YÞ  ¼ 1
apreRaðXÞ \ apreRa ðYÞ 
aprbPðX \ YÞ
  6 1 apreRa ðXÞ \ apreRaðYÞ
 
apreRa ðXÞ \ apreRaðYÞ  :Hence, there is leRa ðX \ YÞ apreRa ðXÞ \ apreRa ðYÞ  6 apreRa \ apreRa ðYÞ  apreRa ðXÞ \ apreRa ðYÞ :
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the set theory. Then,leRaðX [ YÞ apreRa ðXÞ [ apreRa ðYÞ  6 apreRa ðXÞ [ apreRa ðYÞ  apreRaðXÞ [ apreRa ðYÞ 
¼ apreRa ðXÞ þ apreRa ðYÞ  apreRa ðXÞ \ apreRa ðYÞ  apreRaðXÞ  apreRa ðYÞ 
þ apreRa ðXÞ \ apreRa ðYÞ 
¼ apreRa ðXÞ þ apreRa ðYÞ  apreRa ðXÞ  apreRa ðYÞ 
 apreRaðXÞ \ apreRa ðYÞ  apreRaðXÞ \ apreRaðYÞ n o
6 apreRa ðXÞ þ apreRa ðYÞ  apreRa ðXÞ  apreRa ðYÞ  leRaðX \ Y apreRaðXÞ \ apreRa ðYÞ Furthermore, by the relation leRa ðXÞ ¼ 1
apreRa ðXÞ
 
apreRa ðXÞ
  and leRa ðYÞ ¼ 1
apreRa ðYÞ
 
apreRa ðYÞ
 , we have the following relations
apreRa ðXÞ  apreRa ðXÞ  ¼ leRa ðXÞjapreRa ðXÞ and apreRa ðYÞ  apreRa ðYÞ  ¼ leRa ðYÞjapreRa ðYÞ:Therefore,
leRaðX [ YÞ apreRa ðXÞ [ apreRa ðYÞ  6 apreRa ðXÞ þ apreRa ðYÞ  apreRa ðXÞ  apreRa ðYÞ  leRaðX \ YÞ apreRa ðXÞ \ apreRa ðYÞ 
¼ leRa ðXÞ apreRa ðXÞ þ leRaðYÞ apreRa ðYÞ  leRa ðX \ YÞ apreRaðXÞ \ apreRaðYÞ :
So, we prove the equation (1).
(2) It is easy to prove by the relation qeRa ðXÞ ¼ 1 leRa ðXÞ. h
Theorem 3.4. Let eR; eS be two different fuzzy relation of U and V, respectively. For any X # V, if eR# eS, then
(1) apreSa ðXÞ# apreRa ðXÞ,
(2) apreRa ðXÞ# apreSa ðXÞ.
Proof
(1) Since eR; eS 2 FðU  VÞ and eR# eS, for any u 2 U, v 2 V, we have eRaðu;vÞ 6 eSaðu;vÞ. And the included relation ofeRaðuÞ ¼ fv 2 V jeRðu;vÞP a;8u 2 Ug# eSaðuÞ ¼ fv 2 V jeSðu;vÞP a;8u 2 Ug is satisﬁed for any a 2 (0,1].
For any u 2 U, if u 2 apreSa ðXÞ, then eSaðXÞ#X. Furthermore, the relation of eRaðuÞ# eSaðuÞ#X is holds.
Therefore, u 2 apreRa ðXÞ, i.e., apreSa ðXÞ# apreRa ðXÞ.
(2) According to the conclusion (1), we know that eRaðuÞ# eSaðuÞ is holds. Therefore, eRaðuÞ \ X# eSaðuÞ \ X.
As a result, there must be eSaðuÞ \ X –£ holds while eRaðuÞ \ X –£. For any u0 2 U, if u0 2 apreRa ðXÞ, we obtain thateSaðuÞ \ X –£ by the means of the eRaðuÞ \ X –£ and eRaðuÞ \ X# eSaðuÞ \ X. That is, u0 2 apreSa ðXÞ.
Therefore, apreRa ðXÞ# apreSa ðXÞ. h
Theorem 3.5. Let U, V be two non-empty ﬁnite universes, where U ¼ fu1; u2; . . . ;ung; eR be the fuzzy relation of U and V. If the
fuzzy compatible relation eRa satisﬁes the included relation of eRaðu1Þ# eRaðu2Þ#    # eRaðunÞ, for any a 2 (0,1] and X # V. Then
(1) If um 2 apreRa ðXÞ, then u1;u2; . . . ;um1 2 apreRa ðXÞ,
(2) If um 2 apreRa ðXÞ, then umþ1;umþ2; . . . ;un 2 apreRa ðXÞ.Proof
(1) Since um 2 apreRa ðXÞ, we know that eRaðumÞ#X, and eRaðu1Þ# eRaðu2Þ#    # eRaðumÞ are satisﬁed. Therefore, u1;u2; . . . ;
um1 2 apreRa ðXÞ,
(2) For um 2 apreRa ðXÞ, according to the deﬁnition we know that eRaðumÞ \ X –£. Meanwhile, eRaðumÞ#eRaðumþ1Þ#    # eRaðunÞ, then eRaðumÞ \ X# eRaðumþ1Þ \ X#    # eRaðunÞ \ X –£.
Therefore, umþ1;umþ2; . . . ;un 2 apreRa ðXÞ. h
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In the above section, it is similar to the Pawlak rough set model we only to consider the crisp included relation between
the fuzzy compatible relation eRa that is produced by the fuzzy relation on the universes U and V for any element u in U with
the set X(X # V). In fact, the crisp included relation between eRa and X(X # V) are not always hold for the realities, that is to
say, the set eRa and X(X # V) are intersect but not include for the realities. Therefore, there are many useful information
would be lost. Based on the analysis, the fuzzy rough sets model between two universes that is deﬁned in Section 3 is ex-
tended to another two new models.
4.1. The degree fuzzy rough set between two different universes
Let U, V be two non-empty ﬁnite universes, eR be the fuzzy relation of U and V. For any X # U, a 2 (0,1] we deﬁne the
lower and upper approximation of X according to the degree k about eRa on the universe U and V as followings, respectively.aprkeRaðXÞ ¼ fu 2 UjjeRaðuÞj  jeRaðuÞ \ Xj 6 kg;
aprkeRaðXÞ ¼ fu 2 UjjeRaðuÞ \ XjP kg;where k is the ﬁnite integer, jXj denotes the cardinality of sets.
According to this deﬁnition, we easy to obtain that the elements of aprkeRa ðXÞ is formed by all of the elements that is related
with u in the universe V are not belong to X no more than k at the level of a. And the elements of aprkeRa ðXÞ is formed by all ofthe elements that is related with u in the universe V are belong to X more than k at the level of a.
Remark 4.1. If k = 0, then we obtain the following relations by the above deﬁnition.aprkeRaðXÞ ¼ fu 2 UjjeRaðuÞj  jeRaðuÞ \ Xj 6 kg ¼ fu 2 UjjeRaðuÞj  jeRaðuÞ \ Xj 6 0g ¼ fu 2 UjeRaðuÞ#Xg ¼ apreRa ðXÞ;
aprkeRaðXÞ ¼ fu 2 UjjeRaðuÞ \ XjP kg ¼ fu 2 UjjeRaðuÞ \ XjP 0g ¼ fu 2 UjeRaðuÞ \ X –£g ¼ apreRaðXÞ:This is the fuzzy rough set which is presented in Section 3.Theorem 4.1. Let U, V be two non-empty ﬁnite universes, eRa is the fuzzy compatible relation of U  V. For any X, Y # V, a 2
(0,1], k is the ﬁnite integer. Then the degree approximation operators satisﬁes the following relations:
(1) aprkeRa ðXÞ# aprkeRa ðXÞ; aprkeRa ðXÞ#X# aprkeRa ðXÞ.
(2) aprkeRa ð£Þ ¼ aprkeRa ð£Þ ¼£; aprkeRa ðVÞ ¼ aprkeRa ðVÞ ¼ U.
(3) aprkeRa ðX \ YÞ ¼ aprkeRa ðXÞ \ aprkeRa ðYÞ; aprkeRa ðX [ YÞ ¼ aprkeRa ðXÞ [ aprkeRa ðYÞ.
(4) aprkeRa ðX [ YÞ  aprkeRa ðXÞ [ aprkeRa ðYÞ; aprkeRa ðX \ YÞ# aprkeRa ðXÞ \ aprkeRa ðYÞ.
(5) aprkeRa ðXÞ ¼ aprkeRa ð XÞ; aprkeRa ðXÞ ¼ aprkeRa ð XÞ.
(6) apr0eRa ðXÞ ¼ apreRa ðXÞ; apr0eRa ðXÞ ¼ apreRa ðXÞ.
(7) X#Y ) aprkeRa ðXÞ# aprkeRa ðYÞ; aprkeRa ðXÞ# aprkeRa ðYÞ.
(8) kP l ) aprleRa ðXÞ# aprkeRa ðXÞ; aprkeRa ðXÞ# aprleRa ðXÞ.Proof. It is easy to prove by the deﬁnition. h
4.2. The variable precision fuzzy rough set between two different universes
Let U, V be two non-empty ﬁnite universes, eR be the fuzzy relation of U and V. For any X # V, a 2 (0,1] we deﬁne the lower
and upper approximation of X according to the control parameter b about eRa on the universe U and V as followings,
respectively.aprbeRaðXÞ ¼ u 2 Uj jjeRaðuÞ \ XjjeRaðuÞj P 1 b
( )
;
aprbeRaðXÞ ¼ u 2 Uj jjeRaðuÞ \ XjjeRaðuÞj > b
( )
:where b 2 [0,0.5), jXj denotes the cardinality of sets.
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the objects of universe V to the set X and the error no more than b. And the b upper approximation of X at the level of a is
formed by the target sets that not classiﬁes the objects of universe V to the complementary set of X and the error no more
than b.
Furthermore, the positive region, negative region and boundary region of the variable precision fuzzy rough set between
two different universes are deﬁned as follows.posbeRa ðXÞ ¼ aprbeRa ðXÞ; negbeRa ðXÞ ¼ aprbeRa ðXÞ; bnbeRaðXÞ ¼ u 2 Ujb < jjeRaðuÞ \ XjjeRaðuÞj < 1 b
( )
:And the same time, the lower approximation, upper approximation, boundary region and negative region of the variable
precision fuzzy rough set between two different universes about the precision parameters will be satisﬁed the following
relations according to the above deﬁnition, respectively.
Theorem 4.2. Let U, V be two non-empty ﬁnite universes, eR be the fuzzy relation of U and V. For any X # V, a 2 (0,1], b 2 [0,0.5).
The following relation is hold.posbeRa ð XÞ ¼ negbeRa ðXÞ:
By the Theorem 4.2, one can easily to known that posbeRa ðXÞ [ negbeRa ðXÞ ¼ V when bnbeRa ðXÞ ¼£ for any X # V.
Theorem 4.3. Let U, V be two non-empty ﬁnite universes, eR be the fuzzy relation of U and V. For any X # V, a 2 (0,1], b 2 [0,0.5).
If b = 0. Then
(1) apr0eRa ðXÞ ¼ apreRa ðXÞ,
(2) apr0eRa ðXÞ ¼ apreRa ðXÞ,
(3) bn0eRa ðXÞ ¼ bneRa ðXÞ,
(4) neg0eRa ðXÞ ¼ negeRa ðXÞ.Theorem 4.4. Let U, V be two non-empty ﬁnite universes, eR be the fuzzy relation of U and V. For any X # V, a 2 (0,1], b 2 [0,0.5).
The approximation operators satisﬁes the following relations of the fuzzy rough set and variable precision fuzzy rough set on two
different universes.
(1) aprbeRa ðXÞ  apreRa ðXÞ; apreRa ðXÞ  aprbeRa ðXÞ,
(2) bnbeRa ðXÞ# bneRa ðXÞ; negeRa ðXÞ#negbeRa ðXÞ.
By the Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, the following facts are clear.
Theorem 4.5. Let U, V be two non-empty ﬁnite universes, eR be the fuzzy relation of U and V. For any X # V, a 2 (0,1], b 2 [0,0.5).
Then the following relations are satisﬁed, respectively.
(1) apr0:5eRa ðXÞ ¼ SbaprbeRa ðXÞ; apr0:5eRa ðXÞ ¼ TbaprbeRa ðXÞ,
(2) bn0:5eRa ðXÞ ¼ TbbnbeRa ðXÞ; neg0:5eRa ðXÞ ¼ SbnegbeRa ðXÞ.
The proof of the Theorems 4.2–4.5 are easily to obtain by the deﬁnitions.
5. The application of the fuzzy rough set model between two different universes
In this section, we give a simple application of the fuzzy rough sets model that is deﬁned in Section 3. There are exist some
applications of the rough set model based on two universes [21]. In this paper, we give the basic principal and the application
background of the fuzzy rough set model between two different universes. In the ﬁrst instance,we give the basic theory
interpretation of the application for the fuzzy rough set model between two universes universes.
Considering a certain group of the sufferers for one doctor, every sufferer may be showmany symptoms in the same time.
On the other hand, there are also lots of basic symptoms for a certain disease. Therefore, how the doctors could judge a suf-
ferer is ill with the disease and suit the remedy to the case immediately? How the doctor could judge a sufferer is not ill with
the disease and needn’t treatment? How the doctor could judge a sufferer need on second thoughts since it not diagnose by
the technical or the symptoms of the sufferers at present. All of these questions will be answered by application the fuzzy
rough set model between two different universes to the clinical diagnose systems.
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there exists the objects v of the symptom set V. If u and v have the fuzzy compatible relation eRa, then it shows that the suf-
ferer have the symptom v and the degree of the sufferer shows the symptom v is not less than a. Therefore, the seteRaðuÞ ¼ fv i 2 V jeRðu;v iÞP a; foranya 2 ð0;1;u 2 Ug denotes the minimum degree of the sufferer u could ill with the symp-
tom vi is not less than a. As similar as the above descriptive, one disease is include many basic symptom. For any set
X(X # V), X denotes a certain disease and have some basic symptoms vi 2 V. Then, as far as a certain sufferer is concerned,
if he belongs to the set apreRa ðXÞ. Then he must be suffered the disease of X and he must have been the symptoms of X and the
minimum degree of the sufferer ill with the symptom vi 2 X is not less than a. Therefore, all of the sufferers which is belongs
to apreRa ðXÞ will be suit the remedy to the case immediately. On the other hand, if he belongs to the set apreRa ðXÞ  apreRa ðXÞ,
i.e., the set bneRa ðXÞ. Then he may be ill with the disease of X or not ill with the disease of X and he will be on second thoughts
by the doctor since he is not diagnose according to the technical or the symptoms of the sufferers at present. Furthermore, if
he belongs to the set U  apreRa ðXÞ, or the set negeRa ðXÞ. Then he is not ill with the disease X and he needn’t treatment.
According to the analysis of the above principal based on the fuzzy rough set model between two different universes, it is
easy to know that the conclusions are more scientiﬁc, reasonable and suitable to the reality and it also can decrease the risk
of the misdiagnose by the doctor in reality. Therefore, this method could helpful the decision-maker when he faced up with
the similar cases in the practice.
The following numerical example will be test the deﬁnitions and the conclusions that is proposed in this paper, and it will
give a briefness interpretation of the background the outcomes for the applications of the fuzzy rough set model between
two different universes, too.
Example. Let U = {x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6} be the ﬁnite universe of six sufferers. V = {y1,y2,y3,y4,y5,y6} be the ﬁnite of six
symptoms. R 2 F(U  V), for any a 2 (0,1], eRa be the fuzzy compatible relation between the universe U with the universe V.
According to the statistic datum, the degree value of every sufferer in the universe U shows the symptoms in the universe
V are given as following, respectively.R(xi,yj) y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6x1 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.2
x2 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.6
x3 0.5 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.7 0.1
x4 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.3
x5 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.8
x6 0.1 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.2Let X = {y1,y3,y5} # V denotes a certain disease, which is means that this disease will show three symptoms in the clinic.
Firstly, we taking a = 0.5.
By the Deﬁnition 3.3, we can obtain the classes of the fuzzy compatible for the elements in the universe U as following,
respectively.eR0:5ðx1Þ ¼ fy1; y2; y4g; eR0:5ðx2Þ ¼ fy1; y4; y5; y6g; eR0:5ðx3Þ ¼ fy1; y3; y5g;eR0:5ðx4Þ ¼ fy2; y3; y4; y5g; eR0:5ðx5Þ ¼ fy2; y3; y5; y6g; eR0:5ðx6Þ ¼ fy2; y3; y4g:
Then, we can calculate the lower approximation, upper approximation and the boundary region of the X(X # V) as fol-
lowing, respectively.apreR0:5 ðXÞ ¼ fx3g; apreR0:5 ðXÞ ¼ fx1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6g;
bneR0:5 ðXÞ ¼ fx1; x2; x4; x5; x6g; negeR0:5 ðXÞ ¼ apreR0:5 ðXÞ  apreR0:5 ðXÞ ¼£:According to the Deﬁnition 3.4, we also can calculate the precision qeRa ðXÞ and the rough degree leRa ðXÞ of the set X(X # V)
as following, respectively.qeR0:5 ðXÞ ¼ japreR0:5 ðXÞjjapreR0:5 ðXÞj ¼ 0:17; leR0:5 ðXÞ ¼ 1 qeRo:5 ðXÞ ¼ 1
japreR0:5 ðXÞj
japreR0:5 ðXÞj ¼ 0:83:Then, based on the above analysis of the application for the fuzzy rough set model between two different universes, we
can obtain the following conclusions:
(1) The sufferer x2 must ill with the disease X and the decision of the doctor will be give the sufferer treatment
immediately;
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technical at present. And the decision of the doctor will be on second thoughts for all of the sufferers.
(3) None of the sufferers is diagnose health.
And the second time, we taking a = 0.7.
As similar as the above calculate, we also can obtain the following conclusions.
By the Deﬁnition 3.3, we can obtain the classes of the fuzzy compatible for the elements in the universe U as following,
respectively.eR0:7ðx1Þ ¼ fy1; y4g; eR0:7ðx2Þ ¼ fy1; y5g; eR0:7ðx3Þ ¼ fy5g;eR0:7ðx4Þ ¼ fy4g; eR0:7ðx5Þ ¼ fy3; y6g; eR0:7ðx6Þ ¼ fy2; y3g:
Then, we can calculate the lower approximation, upper approximation and the boundary region of the X(X # V) as fol-
lowing, respectively.apreR0:7 ðXÞ ¼ fx2; x3g; apreR0:7 ðXÞ ¼ fx1; x2; x3; x5; x6g;
bneR0:7 ðXÞ ¼ fx1; x5; x6g; negeR0:7 ðXÞ ¼ apreR0:7 ðXÞ  apreR0:7 ðXÞ ¼ fx4g:According to the Deﬁnition 3.4, we also can calculate the precision qeRa ðXÞ and the rough degree leRa ðXÞ of the set X(X # V)
as following, respectively.qeRo:7 ðXÞ ¼ japreR0:7 ðXÞjjapreR0:7 ðXÞj ¼ 0:4; leR0:7 ðXÞ ¼ 1 qeR0:7 ðXÞ ¼ 1
japreR0:7 ðXÞj
japreR0:7 ðXÞj ¼ 0:6:Then, based on the above analysis of the application for the fuzzy rough set model between two different universes, we
can obtain the following conclusions:
(1) The sufferer x2 and x3 must ill with the disease X and the decision of the doctor will be give the sufferer treatment
immediately;
(2) It is not judge whether the sufferers x1, x5, x6 are ill with the disease X or not according to the symptoms or the tech-
nical at present. And the decision of the doctor will be on second thoughts for all of the sufferers.
(3) It is easy to judge that the sufferer x4 is not ill with the disease X. And the decision of the doctor is needn’t treatment.
Based on the above analysis, it only to diagnose the sufferer x2 ill with the disease and none of the sufferers is diagnose
health when the parameter value a = 0.5 of the fuzzy compatible relation eRa. But there can diagnose the sufferer x2, x3 ill with
the disease and the sufferer x4 not ill with the disease when the parameter value a = 0.7 of the fuzzy compatible relation eRa.
Meanwhile, these conclusions also can be interpret by the approximation precision qeRa ðXÞ and the rough degree leRa ðXÞ. That
is, the decision precision will increased with the approximation precision. Therefore, it can make a precision decision for the
doctor in clinic by using the model that is proposed in this paper. And the same time, it can decrease the risk of the misdi-
agnose for the doctor in practice. Furthermore, this model and the applied method could assistant the decision-makers
makes a scientiﬁc and preciseness decision when they faced up with the similar cases in the practice.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we deﬁne an fuzzy compatible relation between the universe U and V by the fuzzy relation on U  V, and the
fuzzy rough sets model between two different universes is built. Then we give some properties and conclusions of the fuzzy
rough set model between two different universes. Based on the model, two new fuzzy rough set model are deﬁned by ex-
tended the fuzzy rough sets model between two different universes in two different ways. Finally, we give the basic principal
and the applied method of the fuzzy rough sets model between two different universes. And we also test all of the deﬁni-
tions, the conclusions and interpret the background of this model by a numerical example. The outcomes of the test example
show that the fuzzy rough sets model that is proposed in this paper is more suitable for the decision of the clinical diagnoses.
Throughout the paper, we only discuss the approximation of the crisp set in the universe based on the fuzzy compatible
relation between two universes. In fact, the approximation of the fuzzy set in the different universe are more important in
practice. In further research, we will develop proposed approaches to the approximation of the fuzzy sets in the different
universes and its application.
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